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We’ll look at it from a slightly less academic way and what it means 

for practical implementation of TID’s..
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Qualification is something that is on going, as once something is 

qualified, it must stay qualified.  This requires on going analysis of 

performance.

An instrument can be Validated and/or Verified but not be 

Qualified!
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Validation is usually considered in regards to the “technical” 

requirements.  This is performed prior to change out and is part of 

the overall qualification process.
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Verification is on going and starts with receiving inspection/testing, 

installation, operation and finally calibration at specified intervals.

Includes long-term product performance history analysis.
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So since qualification is an on going process, we must have to do 

something, right?  Yes, on going verification.

One processor, validated a pressure transducer, verified it, 

qualified it and started using it.  It was later noticed that every 

couple years, due to vibration, they break and need replaced.  The 

unit was unqualified, a different manufacturers unit was selected, 

and the process started over.  Had they understood verification 

was part of the qualification, they may have unqualified it earlier 

and avoided expense and headache.
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It is important that procedures and goals are in writing, so that all 

party’s involved are playing by the same specifications.  You don’t 

want to wait until you’ve had multiple failures to figure out what the 

next step is.
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This is a simplified flow chart to give an idea of the overall process.
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#units - consider total number of retorts to changeover

location for testing - pilot plant or production floor

test period - attention to environmental conditions, summer/winter

Cal interval - go through 1 or more cal cycles.  may depend on 

internal or external calibration
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Sample plan - recommend on every unit

May include calibration summary sheets to help establish 

calibration interval and on going qualification 
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The qualification cycle never ends.  If a unit becomes unqualified, 

qualification starts on its replacement.
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